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Chapter

Development, Properties, and Applications of CVD Diamond-Based Heat Sinks

José Vieira da Silva Neto, Mariana Amorim Fraga and Vladimir Jesus Trava-Airoldi

Abstract

Heat sink is an essential component to nanoelectronics, microelectronics, and optoelectronics applications because it allows the thermal management of devices such as integrated circuits (ICs), microelectromechanical systems (MEMSs), and graphic unit processing. There are different materials being employed for heat sink production. Among them, diamond has stood out due to its excellent chemical and physical properties. This book chapter focuses on the development, properties, and applications of CVD diamond heat sinks. It covers the basic concepts of heat conduction applied to CVD diamond as a heat sink material and its production as freestanding CVD wafers of polycrystalline CVD diamond, since the literature about this topic is extensive, giving the reader a comprehensive overview. We will comprise the use and potential widening of applications of in CVD diamond heat sink technology, providing the reader with a substantial background at the current development of solutions and new frontiers in the practical use of CVD diamond thermal management devices.
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1. Introduction

Diamond is widely known as the best thermally conductive material in nature, despite having no electrical conductivity when free of dopant impurities, its unique combination of lattice configuration and strong covalent electronic bonds result in a great capacity of heat conduction through phonons. This type of heat flow also occurs in some other insulating materials, in the form of waves and wave packets [1]. Combined with its low dielectric loss, low friction coefficient, transparency for a large range of light spectrum, high hardness, and chemical inertness, diamond is certainly an exceptional material choice [2]. This set of specific properties makes diamond an ideal candidate for use in thermal management tools, especially heat management devices [3]. Unfortunately, there are still limiting factors for this technology, as for example, limited size substrate and impurity control besides low availability of natural diamond. In recent years, the synthesis of diamond in the laboratory has been widely studied and improved and large-scale industrial facilities were developed around two major technologies of synthetic diamond production,
known as high pressure and high temperature (HPHT) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [4, 5]. HPHT produces single crystalline synthetic gems similar to natural diamond. However, size availability and control of impurities, such as substitutional atoms of other elements and nondiamond carbon inclusions, are limitations of this method [6]. It is not uncommon to find HPHT diamond with a yellow to brown hue, characteristic of the absorption of C-defects or nitrogen impurities [7, 8]. On the other hand, CVD diamond synthesis takes advantage of the capability of producing polycrystalline films, which present closely the same properties of single crystal diamonds, with the possibility of deposition over nondiamond substrates and large deposition areas [9]. Additionally, this method provides better control over impurities and doping once it is based on the breakdown of hydrocarbon molecules inside a controlled atmosphere chamber [10]. Currently, the CVD diamond industry is evolving fast, with larger area of deposition and in the high growth rate for single- and polycrystalline CVD diamond, but many efforts are still being made in order to achieve larger areas, thickness, and quality uniformity [11]. The main prerequisite for CVD diamond films to be applied as heat sink components is that thicker freestanding films with good uniformity should be grown through a reasonable large area [12]. Thick films are easily laser cut and polished to nanometer level smoothness of the surface. However, an additional issue is that polycrystalline films present some fragility caused by grain boundaries, an additional issue to deal with [13, 14]. In high power or high frequency electronic applications, with the increasing switching speed of components, the heat generated consequently increases, leading to higher thermal power densities to dissipate which is also affected by the size reduction of electronic components, creating a growing demand of performance for heat management components [15]. However, good thermal conductivity is not the key by itself, to an adequate heat extraction system, a good homogenous contact between heat generating component and heat sink is crucial to rapidly conduct excess heat and suppress the formation of “hot spots” which critically decreases the performance and efficiency of electronic devices [13, 16].

Since the 1960s, studies have reported the use of diamond heat sink. In 1967, Swan mounted silicon avalanche diodes on diamond to achieve a continuous power density more than twice that found on copper [17]. That same year, Dyment and D’Asaro achieved continuous operation of GaAs junction lasers at a heat sink temperature of 2000 K using diamond heat sinks [18]. In 1968, Josenhans discussed diamond as an insulating heat sink for a series combination of IMPATT diodes [19]. In a subsequent study, Decker and Schorr demonstrated that the performance of IMPATT diodes is significantly improved using diamond heat sinks [20].

Between the 1970s and 1980s, more theoretical and experimental studies were published on diamond heat sinks. In 1972, Bernick calculated the steady-state temperature profile and thermal-spreading resistance for a uniform heat source on a semi-infinite type IIa-diamond heat sink [21]. Also in 1972, Russell and Thomson described a new technique for diamond heat sink fabrication based on diamond embedded in a copper rod [22]. In 1976, Hudson measured the thermal resistivity of diamond heat-sink bonds in the form of sputtered titanium and gold films at temperatures from 1.2 to 300 K [23]. In 1977, Burgemeister showed the practical improvements obtained in the use of diamonds as heat sinks comparing the thermal resistances of samples with various kinds of metal/diamond interface measured at about 400 K with a radiation detector [24]. In 1979, Ino et al. fabricated 80 GHz band silicon d.d.r. Impatt diodes with diamond heatsinks [25].

In the 1980s, the researches on diamond for electronics continued to be motivated by the use of diamond heat sink substrates for semiconductor device applications. In 1984, Leistner fabricated a high-power silicon pnn + impatt diodes by a simple diffusion process for operation on diamond heat sinks [26]. In 1988, Doting
and Molenaar developed a mathematical model of a copper-supported diamond heat sink using an iterative scheme to compute the temperature and flux distribution at the diamond-copper boundary [27]. In 1990, Csanky reported a thermal model of double-drift IMPATT diodes on diamond heat sinks. This thermal model approximates the temperature-dependent thermal conductivities of Si and diamond (Type II) by means of simple empirical formulae [28].

In early 1990s, Ramesham et al. reported a novel method of fabrication of microchannels in synthetic polycrystalline diamond thin films for heat sinking applications [29]. In 1993, Beck et al. discussed the maximum temperatures in diamond heat spreaders using the surface element method [30]. Subsequently, the enhanced performance in GaAs TUNNETT diode oscillators above 100 GHz through diamond heat sinking and power combining was reported by Eisele and Haddad [31]. An interesting study on a novel cooling system for high-power laser-diode arrays using microchannels in CVD diamond was developed by Goodson et al. They proposed a system which uses a microchannel heat sink made of chemical-vapor-deposited diamond in order to reduce the array-to-coolant thermal resistance using a simple model for the combined conduction and convection problem [32]. In 1999, Bewley et al. demonstrated a high-temperature continuous-wave laser with diamond-pressure-bond heat sinking [33].

From the 2000s to the present, an increase in the number of publications related to diamond-based heat sinks has been observed. In 2003, Labudovic and Burka developed a three-dimensional finite element model of heat transfer and residual stress within high-power laser diodes and their heat sinks. The model addresses both p-side down and p-side up laser diodes mounted on a variety of commercially available gold plated diamond heat sinks [34]. In 2006, Jessen et al. reported the operation of AlGaIn/GaN high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) atomically attached to a CVD diamond substrate. The results demonstrated the feasibility of producing GaN-based devices on polycrystalline CVD diamond substrates to maximize heat extraction from devices operating at high power [35]. In 2008, Schneider et al. reported a study on CVD polycrystalline diamond films for heat sink applications. The measurements of dielectric strength confirmed the potential of CVD diamond for thermal management in power electronics [36]. Still in 2008, Ekimov et al. reported the thermal conductivity of diamond composites sintered under high pressures [37]. In 2010, Parashchuk et al. reported that the use of diamond heat sinks extends the drive current range of pulsed diode bars by a factor of 2–3 and enables them to operate at more than one order of magnitude [38]. In 2018, Rogalin et al. discussed several applications of diamonds in high-power optics and electronics. The main features of diamond optics of heat sinks for high-power electronics were highlighted [3].

This chapter focuses on the application of CVD diamond in heat sinks. It covers three main aspects of this technology: (i) heat transfer in diamond, (ii) CVD diamond heat sinks, and (iii) free-standing CVD diamond wafers. The first explains the mechanisms of heat transfer in diamond and correlates to its properties. The second introduces the principles and concepts related to diamond heat sinks. Finally, we briefly introduce the prospects of development and processing of CVD diamond wafers.

2. Heat transfer in diamond

Heat can be understood as the transfer of some quantity of movement between particles, whether inside a solid, liquid, or gas. This transfer can be mediated by different physical mechanisms, such as vibrational waves in the lattice of solids,
known as phonons, free electrons, fluidic particles, and photons. Particularly for solids, the kinetics of heat transfer is in its majority caused by free electrons moving through the bulk material for conductors and by vibrational waves through the lattice for insulator compounds [1].

Diamond is a unique case when it comes to heat transfer, the nature of carbon covalent bonding of the structure results in a strong interaction between atoms. Carbon has four electrons in its valence band which in the fundamental energy state are distributed as \( 2s^2 2p_x^1 2p_y^1 2p_z^1 \), so it is natural to think that it would only form two bonds with other atoms. However, with the addition of sufficient energy, a special configuration can be achieved, promoting an electron from an s orbital to an empty p orbital, a phenomenon named sp\(^3\) hybridization resulting in a \( 2s^1 2p_x^1 2p_y^1 2p_z^1 \) distribution and allowing four bonds with other atoms. This promotes the characteristic tetrahedral organization of the atoms in the diamond lattice [39].

Upon those characteristics combined with light atomic mass, phonons inside this material lattice possess extremely high frequencies and acoustic velocities; moreover, phonon-phonon umklapp scattering\(^1\) around room temperature is low [40], this phonon scattering being the cause of thermal resistance [41].

In dielectric crystals, thermal conductivity reaches a maximum depending on temperature, and for diamond, this maximum is reached near 100 K for pure natural type IIa single crystals, increasing at ~T\(^3\) rate from lower temperatures until this peak and then decays as the temperature continues to rise since umklapp scattering begins to activate [42].

The general approach considers an analogy from gas conductivity as follows in Eq. (1) [43]:

\[
\kappa = \frac{1}{3} CV\Lambda \tag{1}
\]

where \( \kappa \) is thermal conductivity, \( C \) is the specific heat, \( V \) is phonon velocity, and \( \Lambda \) is the mean free path for phonons in the solid; the mean free path is a function of many factors, and scattering of phonons can be induced by other phonons, by the walls of the crystal, grain boundaries, chemical impurities, vacancies, dislocations, and isotopes [43].

The specific heat or heat capacity per unit mass \( C \), and thermal diffusivity \( D \) can be related to the thermal conductivity through the material mass density \( \rho \), described in Eq. (2):

\[
\kappa = \rho CD \tag{2}
\]

Thermal diffusivity governs the transient response to heat input. It is often more easily measured than thermal conductivity, which governs steady-state response. Nonetheless, thermal conductivity is the usually required property of interest in heat management applications [44].

With a rising temperature, thermal conductivity rises, but as there are more phonons to transport heat and as this population of phonons rises, the probability of phonon-phonon interactions also rises leading to higher probabilities of phonon decaying into other frequency phonons; this process will be dominant in any kind

---

\(^1\) Umklapp Scattering: first described by Rudolf Peierls, in a general manner, umklapp scattering differs from normal phonon-phonon scattering in momentum conservation, the first does not conserve phonon momentum while normal process conserves it; Maznev and Wright discuss in-depth nuances in a more recent work, where they shed some new light on this scattering mechanisms and suggest other parameters to determine differences between these two processes; once as stated by these authors, “conservation of momentum” can cause some confusion and may be inaccurate to describe the phenomenon.
of diamond at sufficiently high T. For intermediate temperatures, scattering time $\tau$ is determined by impurities or other crystalline imperfections in diamond, such as isotope disorder. For temperatures below 100 K, only low frequency phonons are thermally excited; for this case, the dimensions of the sample are significantly more important as they determine $\tau$ [45], what explains for example, the anisotropy of $\kappa$ in polycrystalline diamond films. In large, high quality diamond single crystals, phonon scattering that causes thermal resistance is predominantly caused by phonon-phonon and phonon isotope scattering [43].

In their work, Morelli et al. used an approach based on the Debye model to predict and analyze thermal conductivity of CVD diamond films produced by HFCVD and MPACVD. With this model and experimental data, they reported values ranging from 1200 to 1500 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ at room temperature, reaching a peak at 220–250 K for HFCVD films, and ~1400 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ for MPACVD film with a peak at 170 K [46].

Debye temperature indicates the temperature for which the occupation number of optical phonons becomes significant, indicating the crystal’s highest normal mode of vibration [1, 47]. In diamond, it is 2200 K [48] and this high Debye temperature is what gives diamond low thermal resistance and low expansion coefficient.

### 2.1 CVD diamond thermal properties

For CVD diamond, the success as a heat sink or heat spreader device is influenced by grain size and point defect scattering of the deposited film. In addition, it is also affected by the distance from the nucleation side of the films [49–52].

The thermal properties are also influenced by the C-H bonding in the deposited layer because the process of thermal conductivity in diamond is controlled by phonon scattering rate on different kinds of defects, grain boundaries and phonon-phonon interactions. Since hydrogen decorates the defects, hydrogen concentration is a convenient indicator of imperfections in CVD diamond, as well as the isotopical nature of carbon [42]. The natural occurrence of carbon stable isotopes in diamond $^{12}$C and $^{13}$C is 98.9, and 1.1%, respectively; the enrichment of the isotopic $^{12}$C carbon up to 99.9% has showed to enhance the thermal conductivity of diamond at room temperature by nearly 50%, and calculations made from Callaway’s theoretical model shows that a 99.999% $^{12}$C isotope content should enable a thermal conductivity higher than 2000 W/mK [43, 53]. Table 1 demonstrates this variance with a comparison between common heat sink materials and natural and CVD diamond, emphasizing the variety of reported thermal conductivities for different kinds of CVD diamond films, depending on its production method and chemical nature.

Within this set of data, it is interesting to notice that some CVD diamond films with impaired quality by defects or smaller grain size present a still higher thermal conductivity at room temperature when compared to conventional metallic materials.

However, diamond is a homopolar solid. It is of primary importance to notice that thermal conductivity values change depending on which direction heat flows in CVD diamond films; this is due to a singular characteristic of this material. The CVD of diamond produces significantly high quality diamond thin films but the initial ~100 nm of grown material at the nucleation side of the film, also called coalescence layer, contains a higher density of grain boundaries due to smaller grain size what usually reduces thermal properties due to higher nondiamond carbon content; in addition, the columnar structure of films causes a sensible anisotropy of thermal conductivity, being higher in growth direction when compared to bulk crystals [12, 49, 55]. This difference between in-plane ($\kappa_{||}$) and perpendicular ($\kappa_{\perp}$)
to growth direction is usually in the range of 10%, but can reach up to 50% [57]. It is worth emphasizing that in diamond, for room temperature, almost all heat is conducted through phonons with ~10 μm mean free path; as a consequence, polycrystalline diamond films with average grain size smaller than ~20 μm have reduced thermal conductivity for room temperature and above [52].

One of the limiting factors in the use of CVD diamond as a heat transfer layer in the industry of high power electronic devices is the direct deposition over other composition devices, for example GaAs, due to its difference in thermal expansion coefficients. The thermal mismatch often causes an accommodation-related stress of the film-substrate system and in some cases can lead to complete detachment of deposited layer, a property strongly influenced by film quality and also grain size [62, 63]. This characteristic is what probably brought the practical use to the technologies applied nowadays, the deposition over a substrate chemically and structurally compatible with diamond properties and growth conditions, etching or mechanical removal of substrate material, and proper post deposition processing for matching application requirements, detailed in the subsequent section.

3. CVD diamond heat sinks

Laboratory-grown CVD diamond has been extensively studied, not only for its exceptional set of properties but also because the CVD method exceeds limiting barriers for exploration niches in science and industry [64, 65]. This technology is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Thermal expansion (10⁻⁶/K)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond (natural)</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>0.8–1.0</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD diamond (SCD film)</td>
<td>790–1800 (varying with C-H bonding)</td>
<td>1.0–1.5</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD diamond (MCD film)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950 (double layer, MPACVD)</td>
<td>551</td>
<td></td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700–2300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000–1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200–1500 (HFCVD) and 1400 (MPACVD)</td>
<td>1000–2000 (varying with film quality)</td>
<td>1000–1500 (MPACVD)</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD diamond (NCD film)</td>
<td>80–800</td>
<td></td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD diamond (UNCD film)</td>
<td>7.8–26</td>
<td></td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values from Ref. [61].

Table 1. Comparison between thermal conductivity and expansion coefficients of common heat sink materials, natural diamond and CVD diamond.
based on the metastability of the crystalline phase of carbon and diamond, under certain environmental conditions. By using a mixture of hydrocarbon gas in excess of hydrogen gas under pressures below of atmospheric, with an energy source for gas dissociation and subsequent reaction, carbon condensate to solid state enabling diamond crystals growth and then multiple growth nuclei coalescence form a continuous film over a surface [66].

As a brief summary of some applications that found in CVD technique a way to apply the properties of diamond where it was either not possible or excessively expensive, we have optical windows [67, 68], cutting tools [69–71], dental application tools [72, 73], conductivity and radiation sensors [74–76], and as a special matter for this chapter, heat sinking components, such as but not limited to transistor high power devices and high power laser diodes [32, 77].

Many deposition methods have been developed since its first report in academia by Derjaguin and Fedoseev in 1975, between the most used methods to grow diamond at low pressures from hydrocarbon gas hot filament, and microwave plasma activation techniques are the ones chosen for either cost efficiency and low complexity apparatus or higher quality films and better growth rates [2, 70].

The hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) method came along with a discovery made by Matsumoto et al. in 1982 and is based on the heating of a refractory metal filament by applying an electrical current to about 2000°C; gases dissociate by heat and filament surface reactions. Indeed, there is an interesting chemical kinetics involving hydrogen dissociation in the HFCVD; besides its activation through heat irradiated from the filaments, its dissociation also occurs at the filament surface which acts like a catalyst for the adsorption of molecular hydrogen and desorption of atomic hydrogen. When using methane as a carbon source gas, methyl radicals (CH\(_3\)) are assumed to be the major responsible specimens in the growth of CVD diamond films; the dissociation of methane into this radical is also promoted by heat and especially by atomic hydrogen chemical reactions in gas phase [66]. Figure 1 brings a schematic design of the growth environment for the HFCVD method, where growth and filament surface regions are highlighted.

Microwave plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (MPACVD) was developed a year later by Kamo et al.; this technique uses a microwave radiation coupled inside a resonant cavity to activate the gas mixtures. Different geometries have been studied with the intention of reaching a closely confined plasma sphere, or
in other cases, a better distributed plasma region that enables larger deposition areas [78–80]. This technology promotes the dissociation of molecular hydrogen at considerably higher rates, once the plasma region has a larger volume and free electrons accelerated by the electric field collide with hydrogen uniformly through this volume; this also occurs to methane, the heat generated by the microwave discharge keeps the generation of free electrons and also promotes gas dissociation [81]. Figure 2 brings a schematic design of the growth environment for the MPACVD method, where growth and plasma regions are highlighted.

The growth mechanisms involved in diamond CVD are not fully understood, but they are accepted to be similar in both HFCVD and MPACVD, starting at the point which diamond, seeded particles at nondiamond substrates or single crystalline for homoepitaxial growth, suffer reactions at its surface when exposed to gas phase with atomic hydrogen, free atomic bonds appears at the surface by atomic hydrogen abstraction, this are known as dangling bonds. Methyl radicals subsequently bind to these free sites and then atomic hydrogen keeps removing hydrogen from CH$_3$ molecules at the surface maintaining the sp$^3$ coordination, what keeps the deposition continuously occurring. Atomic hydrogen also etches graphite in a higher rate than diamond, allowing that only diamond continues to grow [65, 81].

A special issue to deal with is film surface roughness, what is generally achieved through a variety of polishing procedures detailed in a posterior section of this chapter; some deposition methods were specially developed to overcome this problem. Depending on specific growth conditions, diamond can preferentially develop different film textures varying with which crystalline plane orientation is favored or not by those conditions [82–84]. Figure 3 shows idiomorphs or kinetic Wulff shapes, representations of individual crystallites more likely to grow depending on deposition conditions, that influence the growth velocities of {100} or {111} oriented faces.

This relation of growth velocity is given by the as-known $\alpha$ parameter that can be expressed by Eq. (3):

$$\alpha = \sqrt{\frac{V_{100}}{V_{111}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $V_{100}$ is the velocity of {100} oriented facet growth and $V_{111}$ is the velocity for {111} oriented facets [85]. Films with a {100} dominant morphology tend to have lower surface roughness when compared to {110} or {111} morphologies [83].

The epitaxy of diamond over iridium/YSZ (yttria-stabilized zirconia), iridium/ SrTiO$_3$, or iridium/MgO substrates has successfully been adopted as a method of obtaining a crystalline diamond oriented layer using bias enhanced nucleation (BEN) to grow oriented growth nuclei, and its posterior coalescence and thickening result in high quality smooth diamond layers. In this method, diamond is nucleated by the application of a negative bias for a short period of time. This potential accelerates carbon reactive species to substrate surface, forming sp$^3$ and sp$^2$ hybridization nuclei for growth; as soon as the bias is turned off, atomic hydrogen etches nondiamond phases and only the diamond oriented particles grow until they coalesce and form a continuous oriented film [86–91].

3.1 Free-standing CVD diamond wafers

To be used as a heat transport device, diamond films have to be free of the substrate material, also known as its free standing form. There are several methods in the literature, and this section will cover the most used for fabrication of CVD diamond thermal management tools.
In the fabrication of free-standing polycrystalline CVD diamond wafers, plasma-assisted methods are preferred once they promote higher growth rates, better film quality (i.e. lower metallic inclusions), and homogeneity [92–94] however, this kind of film is also produced by the hot filament method [95].

The practical approach shown in Figure 4 for the fabrication of CVD diamond heat sinks follows the procedures of: (1) growing diamond film over a compatible substrate, (2) removal of the substrate by mechanical procedures or chemical etching, (3) cutting and polishing of the CVD diamond top surface for reducing rough morphology in addition or not to the polishing of nucleation side to remove excessively small particles as well as the nondiamond carbon included in grain boundaries, and (4) metallization through PVD or brazing of metallic alloys or pure elements to mounting requirements, or metallization of CVD diamond surface layer by the inclusion of a dopant element, such as boron, until the metal/insulator transition is achieved.

In a recent work, Dai et al. achieved the deposition of a double layered polycrystalline diamond in order to reduce the detrimental effect of nucleation layer without removing it, on the average value of $\kappa$ by a two growth step process in which diamond is deposited over silicon; then the substrate material is etched chemically by a solution of HNO3 and HF, and the freestanding film is again exposed to growth environment with nucleation side up. However, presenting a slight decrease in $\kappa$ for the temperature range of 250-400 K, their solution achieved a 950 ± 14 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ thermal conductivity at room temperature [57]. This study shows the deposition method versatility and the still emerging technologies we can expect on the development and use of enhanced thermal management device fabrication.
3.2 Post deposition processing

3.2.1 Laser cutting

The exceptional properties of CVD diamond, added to its conventional small thickness, make traditional machining and cutting methods difficult, expensive, slow, and lead to high probability of contamination at the worked surface. Lasers have been studied and applied as an inexpensive technique when compared to traditional machining, at high speed without significant surface contaminants [96, 97].

Conventionally, laser cutting of diamond is based on the transfer of energy between laser beam and workpiece; this increases the temperature at the surface of the cutting region and this heating effect can rise local temperature to above 1300°C (for a 1064 nm wavelength laser) creating an opaque zone by graphitization, resulting in a very high absorption of the incident luminous radiation. This process is practically independent of laser beam wavelength [98].

The laser cutting of diamond is affected by laser characteristics in one hand and workpiece characteristics in the other hand, for lasers wavelength, pulse energy, pulse length focal position, frequency and absorptivity at the incident radiation are the main parameters involved, the material contribution comes from characteristics such as thermal diffusivity and presence of impurities [99]. Nd: YAG lasers at 1064 nm wavelength have less efficient coupling with diamond requiring a higher energy dose to achieve material removal by thermally dominant mechanisms. For ArF lasers with a 193 nm wavelength, more efficient optical coupling is achieved minimizing thermal load and reducing photon-affected zone to regions in close proximity to the point of beam incidence [96]. Excimer lasers have been described as the most suitable for diamond and diamond-like film processing due to higher absorption coefficient in these materials for UV phonons, as compared to visible and infrared radiation [100].

In addition to be a widely used method in diamond cutting, lasers are also an alternative in the smoothening of polycrystalline diamond films. The KrF excimer lasers (248 nm) show a high etching rate of 100 nm per pulse, with resulting roughness depending on laser pulse duration and incidence angle [101]. Watanabe et al. proposed a novel method for ultraprecision diamond polishing using UV lasers of wavelengths lower than 225 nm; their work describes a mechanism of carbon atom oxidation by UV irradiation and final mechanical removal as CO2 or CO [102].
3.2.2 Polishing

Polycrystalline diamond growth via CVD processes tends to present a granular cone-shaped rough top surface morphology that may cause poor contact between heat generating device and diamond piece; this is also combined with the effect of reduced grain size and consequent increase of grain boundaries and nondiamond phases present in the nucleation region of the film severely decreasing thermal conductivity. Dielectric surface roughness can also aggravate the conductor roughness due to conformal nature of the metallization process. The thinning and polishing of the diamond piece is then of great importance to reduce the thermal conductivity of the affected region and smoothing of the film surface to promote better contact between pieces [12, 59].

Traditional abrasive polishing methods for natural diamond are not suitable for CVD diamond films because diamond exhibits nearly a factor of 600 of polishing rate difference depending on the direction it is being polished. In a polycrystalline film, the mix of present planes limits the material removal rate to the slowest direction. A method used for the efficient polishing of CVD diamond films is the thermochemical polishing, which consists in the friction of diamond workpiece with a heated iron disk; this takes advantage of the high solubility of carbon in pure iron, 170 mg cm$^{-3}$ at eutectic temperature and also by high carbon diffusion rate [103, 104].

Another promising method called dynamic friction polishing can be applied to both single and polycrystalline diamond polishing due to its high efficiency and flexible environment (free of abrasives). Furthermore, it is performed at room temperature and open atmosphere. The use of this polishing method on CVD diamond thin films is sensitive to two factors: (i) the applied pressure during polishing, which in excess causes films to crack and (ii) lower pressures reduce material removal rate and time of polishing and long times induce higher thermal stress [14].

An alternative method for polishing is the planarization-by-filling, which is a method that offers a simple and conventional approach to the reduction of surface roughness without any kind of surface polishing. This technique consists basically in filling of the growth surface microcavities by adding a polymer, glass, diamond-filled glass, or similar material. The thin overlayer applied can also be polished to adequate thickness and expose some of the diamond surface [105].

3.2.3 Metallization

The process of adding a metallic layer to CVD diamond films, metallization, are conducted by several different systems, most employing a refractory metal adhesion layer which when deposited under appropriate conditions, forms an interfacial refractory metal-carbide phase. Some metallization systems are based on processing noble metal surface chemistry or ion beam surface chemistry to provide a “near surface” chemically and structurally modified diamond suitable for non-refractory bonding metallurgies [59].

The need of a metal layer is dependent on application, diamond heat management devices are often metal coated for grounding, signal and power connections, and if that is the case, plating is preferred over thermal evaporation or sputtering because its simple and less costly [105].

The adhesion of the metallic layer is of paramount importance. The conductive metals like gold or copper are not suitable for direct deposition over CVD diamond due to diamond chemical inertness; then these metals platings require the application of other metal seed layers. Generally, these seed layers are of refractory metals due to their strong adhesion to diamond forming carbide complexes when exposed
to annealing process at high temperatures (700–900°C). It is important to emphasize that the previously mentioned roughness of diamond can cause serious blistering of the plated metal if not made under proper conditions [105, 106].

4. Conclusion

Diamond and its laboratorial synthesis have been extensively studied and improved in the last decades. As diamond becomes more feasible as an engineering material, many industrial and technological uses begin to be economically attractive. This chapter aimed to bring an overview of current developments and remaining challenges on CVD diamond heat sink production and applications; CVD diamond polycrystalline films already reached all the properties of perfect IIa single crystal diamonds. Despite their first run in the market by the early 1990s, some technical issues still remain such as the rough surface obtained at regular growth rates, defects, and grain boundaries and intrinsic drawbacks on the CVD of diamond. Taking this into account, CVD diamond is still a better heat management material when compared to conventionally applied metals, and can be used in different levels of quality and physical properties to match specific application demands.
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